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Motivated team player with the ability to express creativity, adaptability and 
helpfulness. Proven solutions using logical thinking, listening and resourceful 
tactics to help solve problems for people. 

AUGUST 2007 – APRIL 2011
MEAT WRAPPER/CO-ORDINATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Weighed fresh cuts of meat &amp; fish on scales, wrapped and affixed scan-
able price tag.

 Stocked shelves, participated in monthly department inventory count, rotated 
back stock.

 Completed weekly price changes of tags and signage displays. Broke 
downloads/ dated/ organized storage coolers and freezers.

 Followed merchandising guidelines to present visually appealing displays. Daily,
used hand scanners for inventory purposes and pricing accuracy &amp; 
inquiries.

 Hire someone within the company that has more work experience and has been
there longer.

 Cleaned after the meat cutter and made sure everything was in the correct 
place.

 Handle and transport daily funds and product stock, utilizing company vehicles 
and equipment.

2005 – 2007
MEAT WRAPPER - ABC CORPORATION

 Set up tables and required equipment we use everyday.
 With each cut of meat identify, poly wrap, paper wrap, label and put into 

designated tray for customers.
 At the end of the day sanitize and clean the area we used.
 I am now able to identify some cuts of meat and I learned more about the 

cooking and quality of meat for several different animals.
 Learned the importance of sanitizing.
 Skills Used Lifting 40+ pounds.
 Learned to use a labeler, and how to properly sanitize..

EDUCATION

Not Completed in Business Retail Management - 2014(Cerritos City College - 
Norwalk, CA)
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SKILLS

Customer Service Skills, Supervisor, Cashier, Telemarketer.
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